
AFFIDAVIT OF TRUTH 
 

I write this Affidavit of Truth on my behalf seeking immediate, 
emergency and required lawful enforcement of public protections 

stopping the continued organized deadly crimes inflicted on me as 
mentioned to all authorities and public for long ..(in my web-site 
http://maildevto.wix.com/dchakrab )  .  

 
Here I would like to say , that millions of people all around the world have 
become victims of it and as a proof of evidence of such thing I present this 

site-link .. https://rudy2.wordpress.com/synthetic-telepathy-and-psycho-
electronic-weapon-tortures-by-100000-fbi/ and 

http://www.angelfire.com/pro2/dchakrab/world_petition.htm for me to be 
taken in a serious way .. 
 

I'm a also a pathetic victim of this technology for the last 16+ years 
and here is my public appeal in this regard in   

http://maildevto.wix.com/dchakrab) and my torture case testimonial 
in  there, for your kind consideration in this regard ..Please know some 
important jargons of this crime in this regard in my site @ 

http://www.dchakrab.com/418235150  
 
I must stress on the Definition of Psychotronic (psycho-physical) 

weapons (Advanced Neuro-weapon Category) in this context through 
which these kinds of crimes are going on . Also used are microwave and 

acoustic weapons , LASER & MASER , Ionizing and Non-ionizing 
Radiations and all ..   
  

Psychotronic Weapons is the totality of all possible methods and means 
(techno-genic, suggestive, pharmacological, paranormal, complexes, 
and others) of hidden, forced influences on the psyche of a person for 

the purpose of modifying his consciousness, behaviour and health for 
what is desired in the way of influencing aspects of control…” This is 

not only dangerous, this is deadly!” 
 
To introduce myself I would like to say that I was a Gold-medalist Engineer 

and a successful professional who was working and studying in US, 
peacefully and harmlessly way back in 1999, when I suddenly became a 

target of this hate crime from a filthy racket in there, who started attacking 
and assaulting me covertly and meaninglessly, out of sheer jealousy and 
false speculation ..  

 
But no matter what anyone’s false perception about me was, no nothing 
could have been done against Law & Order and in Constitution in any 

country.  Everything afterwards was done in filthy vested interest and in 
exchange of a huge lie and hate propaganda technique ...They falsely 

manufactured a huge amount of lie, nonsense, rubbish and make believe 
nonsense in my name  to serve their purpose, and to get their false fame 
through clever manipulation and influence (Both In India and in US) .. 
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The main criminal masterminds are all falsely hyped up Non Resident 

Indians and foreigners like Robinson, Peterson, Patterson, Sergei, Thipper, 
James, Peter, Krupp, Theron, Aaron, Ashcroft, Andrews, Arghya Ghose, 

Surath, Ashok Bose , Shantanu Mukherjee, Sayantan Jaya Roy, Pratap Roy, 
Gorakhnath Mitra, Buddha/Saikat Samanta, and their friends, families and 
associates in Ichapur,Shaymnagar and Titagarah Village , North 24 

Parganas, West Bengal, India and in US.(mainly in NY, Washington DC and 
Houston, TX) 
 

These are just dangerous criminals and dangerous liars in here , along with 
some TMC party members and Govt. servants (inc. Police Officers and all) of 

West Bengal and US.  
 
A few of the big influential names involved in this crime and conspiracy are 

Mrs. Mamata Banerjee, the CM of West Bengal , Mr. Sharukh Khan and 
Aishwarya Rai , Mr. Mukeksh Ambani and Mr. Ratan Tata from Mumbai 

and Mr.Narendra Modi ,PM India and Mr. Donald Trump, former president 
of US, her former wife Ms. Melania Trump, current US President Mr. Joe 
Biden and quite a few rouge DOD and CIA officers . 

 
I am in a life distress situation for long in Kolkata, West Bengal 
currently , due to them and their associates and their activities in here 

for the last so many years.. They are doing a rarest of rare category of 
scam, crime and scandal in here with the help of many locals ,  and are 

trying to get me murdered and ruined in the fear of getting exposed 
heavily.. Billions of dollars of . illegal black money are being pumped in here 
and throughout India for making this happen .. 

 
They have inflicted heavy psychological , physiological, constitutional 
& economic crimes on me with electronic and acoustic torture that is 

beyond words.. 
 

These crimes done on me include attempted murder, a vigilante slow killing, 
deadly psychological warfare operations, induced suicide attempts, enforced 
black operations military style, deadly criminal human experimentation, 

voice to brain obstructions, lethal. deadly and torturous electromagnetic 
weapons to the head and genital areas, induced deadly sleep deprivation, 

defraud neuroscience, induced retaliatory cancer, seizures, heart attack, 
etc.,  criminal, malicious and vicious gang stalking, lawless surveillance etc. 
 

In addition to the imposed above mentioned hate crime administrations, I 
have been made financially destroyed via conspiracy and organized crime 
arrangements. My income has been criminally obstructed on several 

occasions. My God given right to provide for my family and myself has been 
criminally stymied.  

 
This all is going in the name of Science and technology and false 
experimentation/research/surveillance program, where no such 



permission could have been legally given in this regard .. No license for 
manufacturing of any black criminal device for violating & abusing of 

human life was also allowed anyway.. But these all are getting 
manufactured & used indiscriminately to murder & ruin my life for the last 

so many years ... This is a big crime and conspiracy not only against me , 
but also against the whole of India and it’s citizen .. It’s a treasonous offense 
to cheat & deceive/manipulate our nation like this to harm, hurt & destroy 

individuals in evil disguise.. But trillions of dollars of black money are being 
pumped in here for doing this crime, with false influence & purchase of key 
authorities and public, who are playing devil in this respect..  

 
So, I am filing this affidavit of truth with this office seeking entitled public 

protection. My life is threatened daily. I have been poisoned, gang stalked, 
etc.. 
 

I seek equal protection of the law. Many offices have refused to enforce 
human rights laws that protect innocent adults and children from the above 

mentioned deadly human and civil rights obstructions. This is an 
obstruction of justice. My life is being threatened and I seek help. 
 

I have had my life, income, and family obstructed by these inflicted crimes. 
Complaints filed in the executive branch of government has been criminally 
neglected over the years .. 

 
As the result of the above mentioned hate crimes that have been criminally 

and maliciously inflicted on me, and the disregard of such, I have endured 
great torture. I have been damaged financially, socially, and emotionally. 
Also, as a result of the above mentioned hate crimes that have been 

criminally and maliciously inflicted on me, and the disregard of such, I have 
endured great torture. I have been damaged financially, socially, and 
emotionally.  

 
Hence I demand a free and fare life  with a dead stop of  all remote 

activities in my life that is affecting me in terms of laws, rights, 
constitution & in civil terms and request for a compensation for all the 
loss & damage in my life, living and livelihood, health, dignity and 

reputation for the last so many years . 
 

Thanking you.  
 
Deb Chakraborty 

 
 
AFFIRMATION 

 
 

On the 5th day of __May, 2021 , I, Deb Chakraborty hereby affirm that the 
above mentioned statements in this Truth Affidavit are true, correct and 
summarize the torture I have endured.   I hereby further affirm that the 



basis of these statements is my own direct knowledge, experience, and 
historical facts involved.  

 
Affiant - Deb Chakraborty  

 
Deb Chakraborty 

 
Dated: _5.5.2021 
Name : Deb Chakraborty 

Address: 3, Jadav Lane 
Bhowanipur, 
Kolkata – 700025 

West Bengal, India  
 

Phone No: 8777672602(M) 
Email : - maildevto@gmail.com 
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